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Imagine this:  it is the [northern] summer
of 2001, and someone presents you with
a script for a movie or book that tells

how a diabolical terrorist plot unfolds
wherein both 110-storey World Trade
Center towers and part of the Pentagon are
destroyed by commercial jets hijacked and
flown into those structures.

Of course you would laugh, and if you
were a movie mogul or book editor you
would reject it out of hand as ridiculous
and implausible, even for a fictional novel
or movie.  After all, how could a commer-
cial jet, being tracked on radar after two
jets had already hit the World Trade tow-
ers, make it through US air defences into
the most sensitive airspace in the world
and, in broad daylight, on a crystal-clear
day, slam into the Pentagon!  And this, in a
country that spends over US$1 billion a
day to defend itself!  Absurd, illogical—
nobody would swallow it!

Unfortunately, there are some of us who
have seen these scripts—and of far worse
things to come—and we are not laughing.

One of the few silver linings to these
recent tragedies is that maybe, just maybe,
people will take seriously, however far-

fetched it may seem at first, the prospect
that a shadowy, paragovernmental and
transnational entity exists that has kept
UFOs secret—and is planning a deception
and tragedy that will dwarf the events of
September 11, 2001.

The testimony of hundreds of govern-
ment, military and corporate insiders has
established this:  that UFOs are real, that
some are built by our secret "black", shad-
owy government projects and some are
from extraterrestrial civilisations, and that a
group has kept this secret so that the tech-
nology behind the UFO can be withheld—
until the right time.  This technology can,
and eventually will, replace the need for
oil, gas, coal, ionising nuclear power and
other centralised and highly destructive
energy systems.

This five-trillion-dollar industry—energy
and transportation—is currently highly
centralised, metred and lucrative.  It is the
stuff that runs the entire industrialised
world.  It is the mother of all special inter-
ests.  It is not about money as you and I
think of it, but about geopolitical power—
the very centralised power on which the
current order in the world runs.  The world
is kept in a state of roiling wars, endless
poverty for most of the Earth's denizens
and global environmental ruin—just to
prop up this evil world order.

As immense as that game is, there is a
bigger one:  control through fear.  As Dr
Wernher von Braun related to Dr Carol
Rosin (his spokesperson for the last four
years of his life), a maniacal machine—the
m i l i t a r y - i n d u s t r i a l - i n t e l l i g e n c e - l a b o r a t o r y
complex—would go from Cold War, to
Rogue Nations, to Global Terrorism (the
stage we find ourselves at today), to the
ultimate trump card:  a hoaxed threat from
space.

To justify eventually spending trillions
of dollars on space weapons, the world
would be deceived about a threat from
outer space, thus uniting the world in fear,
in militarism and in war. 

Since 1992, I have seen this script
unveiled to me by at least a dozen well-
placed insiders.  Of course, initially I
laughed, thinking this just too absurd and
far-fetched.  

Dr Rosin gave her testimony to The
Disclosure Project before 9-11.  And yet
others told me explicitly that things that
looked like UFOs, but that are built and
under the control of deeply secretive
"black" projects, were being used to simu-
late—hoax—ET-appearing events, includ-
ing some abductions and cattle mutilations,
to sow the early seeds of cultural fear
regarding life in outer space.  They told me
that at some point after Global Terrorism,
events would unfold that would utilise the
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now-revealed "alien reproduction vehicles"
(ARVs, or reversed-engineered UFOs
made by humans by studying actual ET
craft; see the book D i s c l o s u r e by this
author) to hoax an attack on Earth.

Like the movie Independence Day , an
attempt to unite the world through mili-
tarism would unfold using ETs as the new
cosmic scapegoat (think of the Jews during
the Third Reich).

None of this is new to me or other insid-
ers.  Report from Iron Mountain, written in
the 1960s, described the need to demonise
life in outer space so we could have a new
enemy—an enemy off-planet that could
unite humans (in fear and war) and that
would prove to be the ultimate prop for the
trillion-dollar military-industrial complex
that conservative Republican President and
five-star general Eisenhower warned us
about in 1961 (no one was listening then,
either…).

The Plan for Beyond September 11
So here is the post–9-11 script—one that

will be played out unless enough people are
informed and the plan can be foiled
because "they" will be unable to fool a suf-
ficient number of citizens and leaders.  

After a period of Terrorism—a period
during which the detonation of nuclear
devices will be threatened and possibly
actuated, thus justifying expanding the
weaponisation of space—an effort will be
ramped-up to present the public with infor-
mation about a threat from outer space.
Not just asteroids hitting the Earth, but
other threats.  An extraterrestrial threat.

Over the past 40 years, ufology, as it is
called—combined with a mighty media
machine—has increasingly demonised ETs
via fearsome movies like I n d e p e n d e n c e
D a y and pseudoscience that presents alien
kidnappings and abuse as a fact (in some
circles) of modern life.  That some humans
have had contact with ETs, I have no
doubt; that the real ET contact has been
subsumed in an ocean of hoaxed accounts,
I am certain.

That is, r e a l ET events are seldom
reported out to the public.  The Machine
ensures that the hoaxed, frightening and
intrinsically xenophobic accounts are the
ones seen and read by millions.  This mental
conditioning to fear ETs has been subtly
reinforced for decades, in preparation for
future deceptions—deceptions that will
make 9-11 look trivial.

I write this now because I have recently
been contacted by several highly placed
media and intelligence sources that have
made it clear to me that hoaxed events and
storylines are imminent, which will attempt
further to ramp-up the fear machine regard-
ing UFOs and ETs.  After all, to have an
enemy you must make the people hate and
fear a person, a group of people or, in this
case, an entire category of beings.

To be clear, the maniacal covert pro-
grams controlling UFO secrecy, ARVs and
related technologies—including those tech-
nologies that can simulate ET events, ET
abductions and the like—plan to hijack
Disclosure, spin it into the fire of fear, and
roll out events that will eventually present
ETs as a new enemy.  Do not be deceived.

This hogwash, already the stuff of count-
less books, videos, movies, documentaries
and the like, will attempt to glom onto the
facts, evidence and first-hand insider testi-
mony of The Disclosure Project, and on its
coat-tails deliver to the world the cosmic
deception that falsely portrays ETs as a
threat from space.  Do not be deceived.

By commingling fact with fiction and by
hoaxing UFO events that can look terrify-
ing, the plan is eventually to create a new,
sustainable, off-planet enemy.  And who
will be the wiser?  You will.  Because now
you know that after 60 years, trillions of
dollars and the best scientific minds in the
world pressed into action, a secretive, shad-
owy group—a government within the gov-
ernment and, at once, fully outside the gov-
ernment as we know it—has mastered the
technologies, the art of deception and the
capability to launch an attack on Earth and
make it look like ETs did it.  

In 1997, I brought a man to Washington
to brief members of Congress and others
about this plan.  Our entire team at the time
met this man.  He had been present at plan-
ning sessions, discussing when ARVs—
things built by Lockheed, Northrup et al. ,
and housed in secretive locations around
the world—would be used to simulate an
attack on certain assets, making leaders and
citizens alike believe that there was a threat
from space—when there is none.  Before
he could testify, his handlers spirited him
away to a secret location in Virginia until
the briefing was over…  Sound familiar?  

Dr Wernher von Braun warned of such a
hoax as a pretext for putting war into space.
And many others have warned of the same.

Space-based weapons are already in
place:  they're part of a secret parallel space
program that has been operating since the
1960s.  ARVs are built and ready to go (see
the book D i s c l o s u r e and the chapter with
the testimony of Mark McCandlish et al.).
Space holographic deception technologies
are in place, tested and ready to fire.  And
the Big Media is a pawn, now taking dicta-
tion from the right hand of the king.

I know this all sounds like science fic-
tion.  Absurd.  Impossible.  Just like 9-11
would have sounded before 9-11.  But the
unthinkable happened and may happen
again, unless we are vigilant. 

Combine all of this with the current
atmosphere of fear and manipulation, and
there is a real risk that our collective judge-
ment will be hindered and our constitution-
al rights suspended.
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But know this:  if there is a threat from
outer space, we would have known about it
as soon as humans started exploding
nuclear weapons and going into space with
manned travel.  That we are still breathing
the free air of Earth—given the galactically
stupid and reckless actions of an out-of-
control, illegal, secret group—is abundant
testimony to the restraint and peaceful
intentions of these visitors.  The threat is
wholly human.  And it is w e who must
address this threat, rein it in and transform
the current situation of war, destruction and
secret manipulation to one of true
Disclosure and an era of sustained peace.

War in space, to replace war on Earth, is
not evolution but cosmic madness.  A
world thus united in fear is worse than one
divided by ignorance.  It is now time for
the great leap into the future—a leap that
moves us out of fear and ignorance and
into an unbroken era of universal peace.
Know that this is our destiny.  And it will
be ours, just as soon as we choose it.
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Disclosure Project, PO Box 2365,
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LOST INCA CITY UNCOVERED 
IN PERUVIAN JUNGLE

Ateam of explorers has discovered the
ruins of a "lost city" in Peru, hidden in

a remote mountain jungle and untouched
for more than 500 years. Called Cota Coca,
the ruins are in south-eastern Peru, about
50 kilometres southwest of the well-known
Inca site of Machu Picchu in the Andes.  

British writer and explorer Hugh
Thomson said the site—more of a settle-
ment than what we would understand as a
city—was in a "remarkable state of preser-
vation".  Mr Thomson, a co-leader of the
expedition, said:  "You're only going to
find a new Inca site once in your life."  

Britain's Royal Geographical Society
says Cota Coca's "constructed area" is more
than twice as large as any found at the
other Incan ruin whose discovery was
announced just a few months ago. 

The ruins include about 30 stone build-
ings around a central plaza.  One structure,
believed to be a large meeting hall or bar-
racks, measures longer than 20 metres.  

"This is an important discovery, because
it is a sizeable centre of good-quality late-
Inca masonry," said John Hemming, a

well-known Inca expert and former director
of the Royal Geographical Society.

The newly discovered site is extremely
remote, hidden at the bottom of a near-
inaccessible river canyon in dense jungle.  

The expedition was co-led by Hugh
Thomson and American archaeologist Gary
Ziegler, who began looking for the site
after a tip from a mule-handler.  The two
plan to return to the area next year to look
for even more ruins that may be hidden
nearby. 

Cota Coca, at 1,850 metres above sea
level, is located on a plateau near where the
Yanama and Blanco rivers meet in a deep
canyon.  The river and valley have become
impassable, so the expedition had to
approach the city from the mountains
above, trekking for five days from the near-
est trailhead into thick jungle.  

In Inca times, the explorers say, there
may have been a road linking Cota Coca to
another of the great Inca cities,
Choquequirao. 
(Source:  BBC News, June 6, 2002, website
http://news.bbc.co.uk)

CHILEAN REGION DECLARED AN
OFFICIAL UFO TOURISM ZONE 

Villagers around the picturesque
Chilean mountain district of San Jose

de Maipo insist visitors are coming from as
far away as other galaxies and solar sys-
tems.  They have reported so many UFO
sightings during the past two decades that
Mayor Miguel Marquez has declared his
Maipo River region, just outside the capital
of Santiago, an official UFO tourism zone.

He plans to erect two observation cen-
tres, place signs where there have been
sightings, and offer workshops on, among
other topics, how best to photograph alien
visitors.  He thinks the nearby mountains
contain a "natural energy" that attracts visi-
tors, even those from another world.

"This zone is the UFO capital of Chile,"
Marquez said.  "Many people have made
sightings, including myself.  I'm not going
to say I 've seen aliens, but I 've seen
objects."

Chile's Corporation for the Investigation
of UFOs, a band of believers based in the
capital, approached the mayor with the
UFO tourism concept several months ago.
Since tourists were already coming to the
region to relax, the group's leaders suggest-
ed, "Why not encourage them to scan the
skies for alien beings?"

Chilean newspapers, radio shows and
television programs report UFO sightings
regularly and lavishly.
(Sources:  Contra Costa Times, June 14,
2002; and website www.bayarea.com/mld/
bayarea/news/3468215.htm)
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War in space, to
replace war on Earth, 
is not evolution but

cosmic madness.


